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Three-dimensional density maps of protein from
electron cryo-micrographs are useful for
elucidating the relationship between function and
structures, because the structures under the
physiological conditions can be observed using
electron cryo-microscopy. The resolution of their
images are, however, relatively worse (a
nanometer resolution in a typical case) than that
of X-ray crystallography, i.e., the atomic resolution.
Thus, we consider that it is important for
understanding proteins and their complexes to
link physiological, but not so high resolutional, 3D
images from electron micrographs (EM) with
atomic coordinates from X-ray crystallography, the
other structural information and so on in an
integration and visualization tool. Databases
related to mutations of proteins should also be
integrated into the tool.
Here we report that a new visualization tool of
proteins has been developed. Using the tool, we
can, stereoscopically, observe atomic coordinates
of proteins and the contour surface of 3D density
maps from EM. Moreover, we can link the atoms
of proteins with remote relational databases (such
as postgreSQI1) as shown in Fig. 1. When ones
read some journal reports and are interested in
some mutational information of an interesting
protein, they can note it into the database with
picking an atom of interest. Actually, we applied
the tool to analyze the structure of actin-myosin
rigor complexes for elucidating muscle contraction
mechanism.
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As the next generation of this application, we
plan to improve the ability of visualization,
especially, introduce virtual visualization using
stereo glasses such as CrystalEyes.
XML-formatted databases will, also, be treated.
Furthermore, 3D density maps from EM will not
only be visualized but also analyzed such as
classification, marking and so on.
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Fig. 1. The visualization tool developed here for
visualizing the atomic coordinates of proteins and
linking them with a remote relational database.
Using the function shown here, some memos and
notes for the atom of interest can be stored into
the relational database. All tools have been
developed under Eos [1].
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